
Dataflow are pleased to announce the Multihaul eDriver 

platform with the release of two web based modules 

giving the driver the opportunity to update jobs, capture 

signature for proof of delivery, take photos and report 

back to base of any vehicle defect whilst on the move. 

MULTIHAUL IN-CAB APP 
Multihaul In-Cab software is the answer to the urgent 

demand for a fast, accurate, cost effective and easily 

accessible delivery service using Android technology. 

Easy to learn software for small to large businesses,  

that reduces manual processes, phone calls, emails  

and kills off paperwork.

Multihaul In-Cab is an advanced delivery software, 

which features an electronic proof of delivery app 

all-in-one mobile solution for efficient real-time driver 

performance monitoring and delivery confirmation.

This is a paperless system which also works for 

arranging multiple deliveries with ease.  Sign on  

glass, instant notification and electronic proof of  

delivery (e-POD). 

It can easily capture signatures and photographs to be 

used as proof that the delivery was successful. Once the 

delivery is signed for, Multihaul In-Cab will instantly send 

feedback about the status with an actual quantity of 

items into Multihaul.

MULTIHAUL  
EDRIVER

Multihaul In-Cab app does everything you need for 

confirmation: timestamps, takes photos, grabs clients’ 

signatures and directs you to destination. In-Cab gives  

you the possibility to capture recipients’ eSignatures with 

the sign on glass technology, reducing your paperwork and 

invoicing errors.

Once goods are collected/delivered the app enables the 

driver to take photos of the collection, delivery, product, 

boxes, pallets etc, and at the point of e-Signature the job 

status within Multihaul is automatically updated.



MULTIHAUL VEHICLE DEFECT 
REPORTING APP
The Multihaul Vehicle Defect Reporting App is an 

Android devices application that allows drivers to 

quickly and accurately perform the daily vehicle walk 

around inspection.

The app replaces the daily defect paper book with a 

list of on-screen tick boxes tailored specifically to the 

driver’s vehicle. Any defect can be photographed to 

record the exact condition as part of the defect report. 

The driver can then provide additional information  

if necessary.

 

Defect reports are instantly sent back to the traffic 

office, and are automatically recorded against the 

vehicle in Multihaul, giving the traffic manager a fully  

up-to-date overview of the condition of the fleet. 

Repairs can then be scheduled or replacement vehicles 

arranged, all without having to wait for the driver to 

return to the office to submit their defect reports. As 

all defect reports are transmitted electronically to the 

traffic office there is no risk of reports being mislaid by 

the driver. 

Multihaul can highlight any overdue reports, ensuring 

that a full inspection record is always maintained for 

each vehicle.
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